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17. What other support can employees involved in the
investigation be given?

Singapore
Author: Jonathan Yuen , Doreen Chia , Tan Ting Ting

Employers may provide support, such as:

1. offering counselling for its employees to encourage open discussions and communication on any
issues that they may be facing or clarify any questions they may have in respect of the investigation
process;

2. reminding its employees of its zero-retaliation policy; and, if need be
3. making the necessary work arrangement to minimise potential interaction that would further

aggravate the conflict or situation between the employees involved. 

Employers may also inform employees of the external resources available to them if they require any
assistance in respect of the investigation provided by external parties such as TAFEP, the Singapore
National Employers Federation, National Trade Union Congress, and Legal Aid Bureau.
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The employer does not generally need to provide specific support for employees that are subject to an
internal investigation. The employer may, however, allow concerned employees to be accompanied by a
trusted third party such as family members or friends.[1] These third parties will need to sign separate non-
disclosure agreements before being involved in the internal investigation.

In addition, a company may appoint a so-called lawyer of confidence who has been approved by the
employer and is thus subject to professional secrecy. This lawyer will not be involved in the internal
investigation but may look after the concerned employees and give them confidential advice as well as
inform them about their rights and obligations arising from the employment relationship.[2]
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[1] Roger Rudolph, Interne Untersuchungen: Spannungsfelder aus arbeitsrechtlicher Sicht, SJZ 114/2018, p.
390.

[2] David Rosenthal et al., Praxishandbuch für interne Untersuchungen und eDiscovery, Release 1.01,
Zürich/Bern, 2021, p. 133.
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27. What legal exposure could the employer face for
errors during the investigation?
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The employer may be exposed to legal action for a failure to properly conduct the investigation, including
having such portions of the investigation set aside or held to be void by the courts, and be made to pay
damages to the affected employee; or face investigation and administrative penalties by regulatory
authorities such as the MOM.

In addition, after the Workplace Fairness Legislation comes into force, breach of its requirements may also
expose the employer or culpable persons to potential statutory penalties. The Tripartite Committee on
Workplace Fairness recommended, among other things, for the Workplace Fairness Legislation to provide
for a range of penalties including corrective orders, work pass curtailment and financial penalties against
employers or culpable persons, depending on the severity of the breach. It is thus expected that employers
or culpable persons may be exposed to potential statutory penalties if the requirements of the Workplace
Fairness Legislation are not complied with.
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As there are no specific regulations for internal investigations, the usual legal framework within which the
employer must act towards the employee derives from general rules such as the employer's duty of care,
the employee's duty of loyalty and the employee's data protection rights.

But, for example, unwarranted surveillance could conceivably result in criminal liability (article 179 et seq,
Swiss Criminal Code) for violations of the employee's privacy. Furthermore, errors made by the employer
could have an impact on any later criminal proceedings (eg, in the form of prohibitions on the use of
evidence).[1]

Evidence obtained unlawfully may only be used in civil proceedings if there is an overriding interest in
establishing the truth (article 152 paragraph 2, Swiss Civil Procedure Code). Consequently, in each case, a
balance must be struck between the individual’s interest in not using the evidence and in establishing the
truth.[2] The question of the admissibility of evidence based on an unlawful invasion of privacy is a
sensitive one – admissibility in this case is likely to be accepted only with restraint.[3] Since the parties in
civil proceedings do not have any means of coercion at their disposal, it is not necessary, in contrast to
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criminal proceedings, to examine whether the evidence could also have been obtained by legal means.[4]

Unlawful action by the employer may also have consequences on future criminal proceedings: The
prohibitions on exploitation (article 140 et seq, Swiss Criminal Procedure Code) apply a priori only to
evidence obtained directly from public authorities. Evidence obtained unlawfully by private persons (ie, the
employer) may also be used if it could have been lawfully obtained by the authority and if the interest in
establishing the truth outweighs the interest of the individual in not using the evidence.[5] Art. 140
paragraph 1 Swiss Criminal Procure Code remains reserved: Evidence obtained in violation of Art. 140
paragraph 1 Swiss Criminal Procure Code is subject to an absolute ban on the use of evidence (e.g.
evidence obtained under the use of torture[6]).[7]

 

[1] Cf. ATF 139 II 7.

[2] ATF 140 III 6 E. 3

[3] Pascal Grolimund in: Adrian Staehelin/Daniel Staehelin/Pascal Grolimund (editors), Zivilprozessrecht,
Zurich/Basel/Geneva 2019, 3rd Edition, §18 N 24a.

[4] Pascal Grolimund in: Adrian Staehelin/Daniel Staehelin/Pascal Grolimund (editors), Zivilprozessrecht,
Zurich/Basel/Geneva 2019, 3rd Edition, §18 N 24a.

[5] Decision of the Swiss Federal Court 6B_1241/2016 dated 17. July 2017 consid. 1.2.2; Decision of the
Swiss Federal Court 1B_22/2012 dated 11 May 2012 consid. 2.4.4.

[6] Jérôme Benedict/Jean Treccani, CR-CPP Art. 140 N. 5 and Art. 141 N. 3.

[7] Yvan Jeanneret/André Kuhn, Précis de procédure pénale, 2nd Edition, Berne 2018, N 9011.
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